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Tattoo
Stephen Altman
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ne afternoon while Prince Hamlet is off at
college, his father, the King of Denmark,
goes down for a nap and never wakes up. The
grief-stricken prince, a big admirer of his old man,
returns home to assume the throne. But once he gets
back to the royal castle, he learns that Claudius, the
king’s brother and Hamlet’s uncle, has already done
that. He’s become King Claudius. He’s also married Hamlet’s mom, Queen Gertrude. Everybody tells
Hamlet to cheer up.
Wouldn’t you know it, late that night, the dead
king’s ghost appears on the castle ramparts to tell his
son that Claudius poisoned him. Hamlet’s father—back
from the dead in full battle array—is clear about what
he wants Hamlet to do: “Avenge his foul and most
unnatural murder!”
Life is full of surprises. This one has the prince pretty
well flummoxed. Young Hamlet is more a philosopherpoet than a warrior. He weighs everything, and everything
comes up short. Grief and disillusionment seem to weigh
on him more heavily than anger or the thirst for revenge.
There’s something rotten in the state of Denmark, but
apparently lots of folks are okay with that. Or okay
enough that they’ll go along with it. This just kills him.
The reason I’m talking about Hamlet—the character
and the play by Shakespeare—is that I just got this tattoo.
By the last act, King Claudius has arranged a fencing
match between Hamlet and Laertes, whose father Hamlet
has inadvertently run through with his sword and whose
sister he has driven to madness and suicide. (Don’t ask—
it’s a long story.) The point is that Claudius—still very
much alive, still sleeping with Hamlet’s mom, and still
usurping the throne—knows it’s only a matter of time till
Hamlet gets his act together and kills him. So Claudius
arranges for Laertes to use a poison-tipped foil during the
match and put an end to his Hamlet problem.
Just beforehand, though, the prince spends a few
minutes with his fellow college student and BFF,
Horatio. Hamlet confesses that he feels a little uneasy
about what’s coming. Horatio, knowing the odds are
stacked against his friend no matter what he does,
encourages him to skip the match. I’ll just tell the king,
Horatio says, that you’re not up for it.
No need for that, Hamlet replies. “We defy augury.”
Which—spoken with the royal “we”—is a powerful
thing to say. But, um, what’s it mean?
I can tell you what it means to me when it’s on
my forearm, which is where I had it tattooed about a
month ago.
It means that if you think you know what’s coming, forget it. We all want to know what’s coming. And

we’re prone to believing anything or anybody who
seems to know what they’re talking about.
Augury means trusting in omens and signs, or even
just our hopes and fears, regardless of whether these
have any basis in fact. Ancient Romans used to rely on
certified expert augurs—people who read the patterns of
birds in the air or the livers of sacrificed sheep or the path
chickens took from the coop to the scattered corn thrown
on the ground—to inform them of what “augured” well or
not so well. Affairs of state, military decisions—imagine
checking the entrails of sheep.
We’re way too sophisticated for that now, right? Are
you sure? It’s certainly wise to test your feelings—your
wishes, your prejudices, the whole salad of nutty
assumptions and inclinations that make you who you
are—against the facts. And it’s even wiser, when you hear
today’s expert augurs tell you what’s in store—among
them self-help authors, stockbrokers, the guy you just met
in the bar, old guys like me, plastic surgeons, political
commentators, and anybody selling you anything—to
remember this: Of all the things we humans do poorly,
the thing we do most poorly is predict the future.
So, back to the prince. Hamlet grew up expecting that he could rely on certain assumptions—order,
reason, the trustworthiness of those in authority, the constancy of his friends and family—and those assumptions
turned out to be wrong. He’s found it hard to adjust. But
by the time the fencing match rolls around, Hamlet’s
picked up a little wisdom about the way things work. He
tells Horatio,
There is a special providence in the
fall of a sparrow. If it be now, ’tis not
to come. If it be not to come, it will
be now. If it be not now, yet it will
come—the readiness is all.

If you find Hamlet’s (by which we mean
Shakespeare’s) language difficult, remember the prince
is only saying what Doris Day sang in the number one
hit song of 1956, “Que Será, Será”:
Que será, será
Whatever will be, will be
The future’s not ours to see
Que será, será
What will be, will be
Hamlet’s also making reference to Matthew 10:29:
“Are not two sparrows sold for a penny? Yet not one of
them will fall to the ground outside your Father’s care.”
But Hamlet adds to that a thought of his own: “The
readiness is all.”
That’s why I got my tattoo. To remind me that I
can’t know how things will turn out—that’s decided a
few grades above mine—but I can be ready. I can treat
the future the way Hamlet finally does, as a challenge to
which every human must rise. Life’s ours to live; don’t
get down, don’t be disillusioned. “The readiness is all.”
Soon after I got my tattoo, a set of new polls came
out that distressed my friend Jonathan, a political junkie
like me. Nearly a year before the 2020 presidential election, new polling in the swing states had him suffering
over the results. “Life is a beach,” he wrote despondently on Facebook, “and then you die.”
“Jonathan,” I wrote, “we defy augury. Get to work.”
Stephen Altman can be reached at shepherdstown.
gnp@gmail.com.
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The Legacy of Dr. Carl Bell
Suzanne Offutt

ca. 1974–75
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with which he would lope across campus with a gaggle
of pursuing students.
Students gathered leaf, twig, and flower samples
for their own botanical collections. Bell likely knew
the location and identification of every tree, shrub,
wildflower, and weed on campus and its general
environs. His taxonomy classes included field trips to
other habitats so students could see firsthand the plant
diversity in marshes, along streams and riverbanks, on
mountainsides and ridge tops.
“Dr. Bell was truly an ecologist before the term had
widespread usage,” Dean wrote. “For example, he could
connect the caterpillar with the food source and the butterfly or moth with its favored nectar source as well as a
plant with its soil type and other plants and animals that
might be expected in the habitat. His memory and grasp
were encyclopedic.”
Having learned of his deep admiration for the
American chestnut tree, which once made up 25 percent
of the Eastern forests, one former student told Bell of a
15–18 foot chestnut tree growing in a remote section of
Morgan County. Bell drove the 30 miles to see for himself but noted that the tree at the age of approximately
15 years was already showing signs of chestnut blight.
Before evidence of the blight in the early 20th century,
the American chestnut was considered a “must have”
tree for the young Shepherd College campus.
In 1906, Shepherd College undertook the development of the campus’s treescape by developing a list of
desired tree species for the grounds. Using that list, the
college planted and built the collection scattered widely
over the campus. Some of those long-lived trees were
still growing until 2010 when the university decided that
many of the oldest trees
would need to be removed.
Concerned about the loss of
his “classroom specimens,”
Bell founded the campus
Tree Committee to advise
the Facilities Department
on tree plantings. Later,
when the two new dorms
along West Campus Drive
were completed, the university allocated land for an
arboretum.
The Carl F. Bell
Arboretum currently
includes the 323 acre
campus, with some specific
plantings along West
Campus Drive to the north
of the two dorms and (as
described below) adjacent
to the new chimney swift
Dr. Bell in his classroom with student Bob Dean (right) and another unidentified student,
tower. Dr. Carol Plautz,

any people who have left legacies may not
have started their professional lives with that
intention. Dr. Carl F. Bell, legendary teacher
in the biological sciences at Shepherd College (now
Shepherd University), might be one of those unintentional heroes. He taught the natural sciences because he
enjoyed the natural world, and he taught year after year
because he enjoyed teaching and the students.
“Carl Bell’s was a wonderful kind of genius, void
of pomposity or arrogance, fluid and generous,” wrote
Bob Dean. Dean graduated from Shepherd in 1975 with
a degree in biology and has taught birding with the
Potomac Valley Audubon Society for 35 years. “His lectures, whether ten minutes or two hours, were so concise
and thoughtful that a recording would have far surpassed
note taking as the logical study guide,” said Dean. “He
knew so much about plants that it was suspected his
blood may have had a chlorophyll component. He seemed
most lively when on field trips or teaching plant taxonomy because he so obviously loved being outdoors.”
In 1967, a biology fund was named for Bell in the
Shepherd College Foundation, recognizing him as an
inspiration and mentor to his students. More than 50
years later, the arboretum that encompasses the entire
campus has been named in his honor.
Bell came to teach at Shepherd College in 1961
as a recent doctoral graduate of Ohio State University.
The Shepherd position was his first professional
appointment. He retired 54 years later. By that time,
thousands of students like Dean had passed through his
classroom. Bell’s rigorous Plants as Organisms class
and Plant Taxonomy classes were renowned for their
rigor, as was Bell himself—particularly for the speed

Dr. Bell in 2015 at his retirement

formerly with Shepherd University, worked closely with
Bell to develop his vision for the arboretum. Managed by
the Tree Committee and faculty advisors Dr. David Wing
and Dr. Court Campany, the group is currently funded
by a foundational gift from Bell’s family. Tree Campus
USA, the Potomac Valley Audubon Society, the Cacapon
Institute, and the Chesapeake Bay Foundation have also
donated trees and technical expertise to the project.
A goal of the Tree Committee is for the arboretum
to reestablish all the trees that Bell relied on for his
classes but with an added emphasis on native species.
Two campus organizations, Beta Beta Beta (the national
biology honors society) and the Student Environmental
Organization, contribute most of the work of planting
trees. Future plans include a cooperative effort with students in the Computer Sciences Department to develop
a smartphone app that will help visitors identify the tree
species on campus and provide background information
on them. Other campus areas will also benefit from the
addition of trees, including space around the soccer
fields and along the drive to the Wellness Center as well
as the Tabler Farm portion of campus.
The chimney swift tower, built this year by the
Potomac Valley Audubon Society to benefit the spring
and fall migrations of chimney swifts, has a special
place in the arboretum’s planning and design. Integrated
into the design of the west campus section of the arboretum, the tower location takes advantage of the nearby
tree shelters and cavities for nesting birds and for the
standing water that generates lots of mosquitoes, the
favorite food of chimney swifts.
Anyone wishing to honor Dr. Bell should contact
the Shepherd University Foundation for particulars about
making a contribution to the Campus Arboretum Fund.
Suzanne Offutt, a retired educator and current president of the Potomac Valley Audubon Society, expresses
her appreciation to Dr. David Wing for his tour of the
arboretum; to K.C. Walters, land manager for PVAS
for information about the chimney swift tower; and to
Cecelia Mason, staff writer in the Office of University
Communications at Shepherd University for photos.
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P.O. Box 1212 • Shepherdstown, WV 25443 • (304) 876-6466
Online (AND IN COLOR!): www.shepherdstowngoodnewspaper.org
Dear Reader,
As always you hold the future of the Good News Paper in your hands. Your gifts help keep this good
thing going.
Thanks to you, we just celebrated 40 years in print, and with no debt but one: a debt of gratitude
to you. With your continuing help, we can keep on publishing the best little free (but not cheap)
newspaper in the whole world!
Our first issue was published in May 1979 with a press run of 1,000 copies. We now print 13,000
copies and mail nearly 12,000. Virtually all households within 5 miles of Shepherdstown get a copy.
It is also sent by request to hundreds more from Maine to California and from Alaska to Florida. And
of course, we drop off copies at many local gathering places. We reach about 20,000 readers.
The Good News Paper is free because dozens of people—writers, editors, photographers, illustrators,
proofreaders, and designers—donate their time and talent. Take a look on page 2 for a list of their
names. John Snyder provides the composition and setup services of HBP to produce the final design
for the press run at the Record Herald in Waynesboro, Pennsylvania. Finally, dedicated government
employees happily distribute it through five different post offices and along 10 rural routes.
Each quarterly issue costs about $3,000 to print and mail—$12,000 a year. Our website costs another
$600. The business-card ads inside the back cover bring in about $4,000. The several religious communities of the Shepherdstown Ministerial Association contribute another $1,500. The rest comes
from readers like you.
This is our one and only appeal for financial contributions. Please send your gift today. You can use
the enclosed self-addressed envelope—if it hasn’t fallen out! If it’s missing, just write GNP, P.O. Box
1212, Shepherdstown, WV 25443 on an envelope, stamp it, stuff it, and mail it. Make checks payable
to the Good News Paper, or simply GNP, and help keep a good thing going for another year.
Sincerely (and with many thanks),

Stephen Altman
Editor
P.S. Give a gift subscription to your friends or relatives. They’ll thank you for it. It’s absolutely free,
of course. Just follow the directions at the bottom of page 2.
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Jefferson County Schools
Superintendent Bondy S. Gibson
Lee W. Doty
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n 2015, Bondy S. Gibson left her position as assistant superintendent of the Henrico County, Virginia,
School District—overseeing 72 schools with 50,000
students—to become superintendent of Jefferson County
Public Schools, with its 16 schools and 9,000 students.
She explains her decision in one word: community. As a
single parent, Gibson wanted her son to attend schools
where leadership had frequent contact with each school
under its purview. In her previous role, she was lucky to
visit each school once a year.
Gibson grew up in a U.S. Marine Corps family,
moving from state to state. She earned her bachelor’s
degree in psychology from Florida State University,
her master’s in special education from West Georgia
University, and her doctorate in education administration from Nova Southeastern University in southern
Florida. Twenty-four years of experience in areas
such as public school teaching, workforce development, and mental health services prepared her for her
current role.
Jefferson County is fortunate, says Gibson, to
have a highly educated adult population, high incomes,
well-trained teachers, and abundant resources relative to
other West Virginia counties. According to Gibson, these
advantages help explain why its high school graduation rate and its advanced placement scores are higher
than the national average. While strong leadership is
important in achieving high scores, Gibson emphasizes
the county’s tight-knit community as a critical factor:
“Teachers in Jefferson County can count on family
support because they are likely to know each student’s
parents personally.”
The county’s goal, she says, is to ready students
for society, rather than chase high test scores, and to
provide each student with numerous options following
graduation, be it technical school, community college,
or a four-year university. “College is not always the
right option for every student,” she says.
Despite higher incomes in the county, the
school system must ensure students’ basic needs are
met. Families of 25 percent of children attending
Shepherdstown Elementary School, located in this
county’s richest community, can’t afford to feed them.
Schools pack food into backpacks and send them home
with those children who qualify for such assistance.
On freezing cold days, some children arrive at school
without hats, coats, or gloves. The county supplies coldweather gear at each school.
Schools meet other, less obvious needs as well.
Gibson says institutions formerly providing children
with structure and safeguards—churches, civic organizations, and involved, extended families—have lost
strength through societal changes and crises. “The loss

Gibson champions Jefferson County’s close-knit community.

has left schools ‘the last man standing,’” she says,
“and teachers are now asked not only to educate but to
raise children.”
Gibson described a situation where higherfunctioning drug-addicted parents manage to drive
their children to school, shoot up during the day, and
pass out while waiting for their children in the pickup
line. She also cites the example of a first grader whose
mother died one night and whose relative brought him
to school the next day—that being the “best” place for
him in light of all circumstances. His teacher, new on
the job, had to teach a full class while consoling the
devastated child.
According to the National Child Traumatic
Stress Network, one out of every four children attending school has been exposed to a traumatic event
affecting learning or behavior. County educators
are undergoing training to build “trauma-informed
schools,” which will help staff keep affected children
in school and learning.
Social media has also posed special problems for
students and schools. “Previously, children compared
themselves [to others] within their community,”
Gibson says. “Now, social media presents them with
the best and worst of humanity from across the globe,

impacting their self-esteem and how they process
information. They are exposed to bullying, bodyshaming, and adult themes like shootings and sexual
behavior.” Schools rely on counselors, social workers,
and outside learning facilities when necessary to support troubled students.
The Jefferson County school system partners
with a variety of businesses and organizations in the
community. Gibson had nothing but praise for Blue
Ridge Community and Technical College and Shepherd
University scholarship programs that allow students
to earn college credit while still in high school, which
helps make college more affordable. The Market
Explorer program of the Charles Town Farmers Market
teaches students about healthy foods.
Gibson asks that members of the community
volunteer up to their comfort level in programs such
as the PASS program, in which a community volunteer
mentors a child in need in weekly sessions. (PASS
stands for Providing Academic and Self-Esteem
Support.) She also says that one of the best things
the community can do is to learn to separate fact
from fiction by joining a Local School Improvement
Council. The LSICs, one at each school, work with the
school community to develop strategic plans and make
recommendations for improvement.
Gibson appeals to the community to serve as
exemplars in reinforcing the importance of civil
discourse. She finds the divisiveness that has spread
across the nation is sometimes carried into schools.
The denigration of others because of beliefs or political
views or for any other reason creates an environment
of anxiety that hampers learning as well as social
development.
The exuberance and variety of the student body,
from high school ROTC members to athletes to
young thespians, from math whizzes to musicians to
bookworms, will remind many adults of their own
school days, but students are also experiencing new
and pressing challenges. Gibson, the school and county
staffs, and the community are responsible for making
schools as strong as they can be, and everyone can find
ways to help.
To learn more about how you can help our local
schools, visit the Jefferson County Public Schools
website at https://boe.jeff.k12.wv.us/.
Lee Doty is a retired lawyer turned mystery writer who
has recently finished her second novel.
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A Modern Love Story
Wendy Sykes Mopsik
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t was a rainy Saturday on December 6, 2014, and
the pews at Shepherdstown Presbyterian Church
were filled to capacity with excited friends and relatives. Rev. Randall Tremba and Rev. James Macdonell
stood at the front of the church preparing to co-officiate
at the first official gay marriage to be sanctified there.
With choir singing, audience cheering, and smiles radiating, the couple walked the length of the church.
After welcoming everyone and calmly waiting for
the sounds of anticipation to subside, Rev. Tremba began,
“That aisle may be only 35 feet long, but the journey to
this moment was anything but short or straight.”
Thus a poetic phrase, spoken at a historic moment
in the lives of Robert Mahaffey and Richard Kendall,
became a perfect metaphor for the long and sometimes
difficult path they have traveled. Now celebrating
almost 39 years together, they recall more than the
usual amount of tears and laughter along with
unending gratitude for the community where they
have landed.
Their beginning was in Provo, Utah, on the campus
of Brigham Young University in 1980. Robert Mahaffey
arrived from San Diego, California. He was the eldest
child in a family who had converted to Mormonism
when he was 7 years old. Mahaffey remembers
campaigning with his grandfather for Senator Barry
Goldwater in 1964, explaining that his was a longtime
politically right leaning conservative family.
Richard Kendall moved to BYU from his home
in Salt Lake City, where the family had always been
active in the Mormon Church. He lived off campus
in an apartment and soon discovered that with his
advanced placement exam scores and focused study, he
could accumulate enough college credits to complete
three years of work in two. Italian language classes,
taken at the faith’s Missionary Training Center near the
university, and two years speaking Italian in Italy added
to those credits.
When each in turn became a 19 year old Mormon
man, he did as was expected, leaving campus to do
missionary work somewhere in the world. Mahaffey’s
mission years were spent in southwest England and
rural Wales, while Kendall served in Italy. Upon his
return to the university, Kendall had achieved junior
status and by the time they met, Mahaffey was preparing for graduation with a degree in political science
and English.
“As you know, being gay at BYU in 1980, we
could have been expelled from the university and
excommunicated from the church,” Kendall reflected
when answering how he and Mahaffey met. At the
suggestion of a sensitive friend who understood the
need for fellowship and community, Kendall drove to
a park where Mahaffey and his friends had gathered.
The social event served as an easy way for the two to
connect, resulting in a mutual attraction. “The next
day, Rob had found my class schedule and was outside

Robert Mahaffey and Richard Kendall take their marriage
vows seriously every moment, day, and year.

The exterior of the Kendall-Mahaffey home, Collina d’Acqua

my classroom as I walked out. We went to lunch at the
Cougareat [food court], waving at Marie Osmond as
we entered, and had our first date on July 2.”
Mahaffey’s plan upon finishing college was to
accept a position within the Reagan administration,
concentrating on communications and education
advocacy. Kendall followed his partner to Washington,
D.C., where he secured an internship with IRIS Systems
Development Corporation, a company perfecting a
system to provide international risk analysis to banks
and insurance companies.
With similar backgrounds, common values and
parallel upbringings, the couple created a full life in
the nation’s capital. Kendall took classes at George
Mason University and began to pursue an enduring
and satisfying career in real estate. Mahaffey’s eight
years with the Reagan administration centered on
education advocacy work and eventually led to positions with New American Schools and the National
Association of Secondary School Principals. As
active citizens of a big, dynamic city, they immersed
themselves in many activities including vocal support
of gay rights issues.
By 1999, city living and their D.C. apartment felt
too confining and too far removed from the greenery,
water access, and wide open spaces that they both loved.
Ready for a change and a second home, Mahaffey and
Kendall began the search for land and a home on the
water in proximity to Washington. They were already
familiar with the Contemporary American Theater
Festival here and logically included Shepherdstown as
they traveled around the region.
One year later, several momentous events occurred.
The couple found and purchased five acres at the boat
launch on the Potomac River just inside the Berkeley
County, West Virginia, line; celebrated their 20th anniversary by hosting a “union ceremony” and exchanging
custom designed rings before a gathering of friends
and family; and were involved in the 2000 presidential
election where Mahaffey attended both national political
conventions.

Working with a local architect, engineer, and
builder, Kendall and Mahaffey excitedly created their
Frank Lloyd Wright–inspired house that was ready for
occupancy in 2005. Proclaimed “Collina d’Acqua,” or
Hill from Water, it became the home they had dreamed
of and worked for and the place in which they planned
to grow old.
Eventually, they were able to live on the river full
time using the house as an office and oasis between
travels for work. Mahaffey is executive director for
the Rural School and Community Trust, a national
advocacy organization helping rural schools and
communities grow better together. His local volunteer
activities include serving on the West Virginia Public
Education Collaborative; teaching Sunday school at
Shepherdstown Presbyterian; serving as a board member of the Bodice Project; and, along with Kendall,
being the master of ceremonies for the annual Identity
Crisis fundraiser.
Kendall is licensed to sell real estate in D.C.,
Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia and is currently
selling mostly in West Virginia. His “Potomac River
Central” slogan speaks to his love of the river. He
volunteers at the Shepherdstown Visitors Center, assists
with fundraising at Hospice of the Eastern Panhandle,
and is a member of the Rotary Club of Shepherdstown.
Even before their same-sex wedding, there was
another “first”—theirs was the first same-sex application for a marriage license in Berkeley County. On
the Monday after Columbus Day, 2014, Mahaffey and
Kendall were at the front of the line at the Berkeley
County Clerk’s office to apply under the new marriage
equity laws. Remembering the rain on their wedding
day, and Rev. Tremba’s words describing the bonds of
companionship and love, Mahaffey repeated the Hindu
saying, “A wet knot is more difficult to untie.” A kiss
sealed the statement, and the love story continues.
Former Shepherdstown resident Wendy Sykes Mopsik
lives in Frederick, Maryland, where she is GNP Senior
Correspondent for Places Not That Far Away.
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Michael Wisniewski,
International Horticulturalist
Ed Zahniser
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Wisniewski consults in China on using organic methods to
grow apples.

PHOTO BY LESLIE WILLIAMS

t was a huge carrot, professionally speaking, that
the University of Minnesota, St. Paul, dangled
before horticulturalist Michael Wisniewski, PhD.
Since the early 1980s, he had worked as research plant
physiologist and lead scientist with the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service’s
Appalachian Fruit Research Station in Kearneysville,
West Virginia.
The university offered him the Bailey Endowed
Chair in Horticulture, possibly the only endowed chair
in all U.S. horticulture.
Wisniewski, wife Susan, and their children, Isaac,
Morgan, and Hannah Rose, had traveled north from their
home outside Shepherdstown. What could a scientist
say to such a momentous offer but “Yes”? So he did.
They toured the local high school. They put money
down on a house. By phone, they arranged to have their
Shepherdstown house on the market. Then they started
driving back home.
Wisniewski had grown up in Spring Valley, New
York, the middle of three children whose parents immigrated to the United States after World War II. They
came through Ellis Island in 1949, and Michael was
born in 1951. His German mother had been a nurse, and
his Polish father had been a soldier who spent the war in
a prison work camp.
“Mine was a typical 1950s latchkey childhood,”
Wisniewski says. “My father had two jobs, 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 2 a.m.” Spring Valley was 35 miles
north of Manhattan. It was a hotspot for artists and
actors. “I went to school with Burgess Meredith’s
kids,” he recalls. “We weren’t far from Bear Mountain
State Park. The ambience was much like here in the
Eastern Panhandle”.
Wisniewski did not go to college right after graduating from Ramapo Senior High School in 1969 in Spring
Valley. Since age 13, he had played guitar around that
area. Later, he and musician friends would skip school,
park on their side of the George Washington Bridge,
walk across it, and catch the subway into New York City
for street singing with open guitar cases for donations.
Confident of his musical aspirations, Wisniewski
took no science or math classes after ninth grade. After
high school, he moved to the city and took a mailroom
job—secured via a girlfriend’s father—at a foundation
that built co-op housing.
At night he and the band played music at East
Village venues like Gerde’s Folk City, the Bitter End,
and the Gaslight Cafe, where Bob Dylan and the
Kingston Trio also performed in their early careers.
Wisniewski’s eclectic acoustic band Sunyata took
its name from Mahayana Buddhist philosophy. It’s the

When Wisniewski chose science over a career in music,
he didn’t give up music. He performs frequently around
Shepherdstown with an array of other musicians.

tenet of primordial or empty awareness, the undifferentiation from which all apparent entities, distinctions, and
dualities arise.
The band members lived collectively in a rough
area of the city. Robbed six times in nine months—
sometimes while tied up, and at knife- or gunpoint—
they eventually quit the city. Their next move was from
acoustic to electric instruments.
Wisniewski took a day job driving a delivery
truck and restocking candy vending machines for
Transcontinental Automated Industries. “That’s where
I learned the power of chocolate,” he says, smiling.
His truck route served Alexander’s Department Stores
in the Bronx, Manhattan and its Garment District, and
Paramus, New Jersey.
Parking in underground lots of the stores was a
constant hassle for most truck drivers—but not for
candy-truck driver Wisniewski. Chocoholic attendants
zealously reserved coveted parking spaces for his
truck. One-gloved elevator operators routinely hit him
up for chocolate throughout his route. It still tickles

him how they would always insist: “It’s for the kids.”
Yeah, right! The power of chocolate.
“About 1976,” Wisniewski recalls, “I realized I was
using only one-tenth of my brain.” Band friends moving
to New England wanted him to go with them. Instead,
the no-math-or-science-after-ninth-grade scholar
enrolled in agriculture at Alfred State University,
Alfred, New York.
Becoming more interested in botanical science
than in agriculture, he went to Cornell University in
Ithaca, New York, to complete his bachelor of science
degree (1978). He then enrolled in the University of
New Hampshire—where he would meet future wife
Susan—for his masters (1980) in botany and doctorate
(1983) in plant pathology, respectively.
For his doctorate, Wisniewski felt he needed a practical project. His dissertation was entitled “Anatomical
and Physiological Aspects of a Host-Pathogen
Interaction: Cytospora Canker on Prunus
persica, L. Batsch.” He had redeemed his post-ninthgrade science and math void.
Between his masters and doctoral studies,
Wisniewski connected with the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service’s
Appalachian Fruit Research Station in Kearneysville.
A plant pathologist there took him to see the lab’s
director. Their visit led to Wisniewski’s post-doctoral
work on physiology and cold-hardiness in woody
plants—specifically apple trees. Two years later, his
superior left, and Wisniewski led the program.
It was in 1998 that Michael and Susan Wisniewski
and their children had taken the trip to Minnesota, and
he had accepted the university’s endowed chair. They
had found a house up there that they liked—and put
money down on it. They had put their Shepherdstown
house on the market by phone before heading home. But
on the drive home, Wisniewski told Susan he was not
going to take the job!
“It was a lifestyle decision,” he now says. “We
loved raising our kids in Shepherdstown. I didn’t want
to raise them in a suburb.” Then incoming lab director
Dariusz M. Swietlik wanted Wisniewski to stay and take
a more managerial role—and there were incentives.
This past October, after 36 years and 700,000
accumulated air miles, Michael Wisniewski retired as an
internationally renowned fruit horticulturalist.
Ed Zahniser, poet laureate of Shepherdstown, is a cofounder of the Good News Paper and member of the
editorial board. His books of prose and poetry are available at Four Seasons Books in Shepherdstown.
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Dodging Doe, Ducking Buck
Tom Conant

I

FUN DEER FACT 1: West Virginia ranked number 1 in
the U.S. for deer-vehicle collisions (DVCs) for a 12th
consecutive year.
Looking back to my early childhood in the late
’50s and early ’60s, it wasn’t through lack of exposure
to frightful things that I managed to avoid becoming
phobic. Of a summer’s evening, Mom and Dad would
load us kids—three toddlers—into the “way back” of
our Chevy Biscayne station wagon and head for the
Rockville Drive-In. We kids managed to stay awake
through the cartoons, but once the feature started—
almost always a Hitchcock flick—we’d be bloated
with popcorn and dozing. Always a light sleeper, I’d be
startled awake by sudden, violent outbursts from that
metal speaker hanging off the window—shots fired, a
woman screaming, violins and seagulls screeching.
But I wasn’t frightened by these scenes, merely
entranced. Freud would label my reaction as
“uncanny”—something that is at once frightening and
familiar. In any case, I attribute to Alfred Hitchcock my
introduction to a whole slew of phobias:
Ablutophobia (fear of bathing) Psycho: Janet Leigh
showers with Tony Perkins—no hanky-panky, but it’s
curtains for Janet.
Acrophobia (fear of heights) Vertigo: Jimmy
Stewart dangles from a rooftop gutter, the resulting
affliction forces him to retire, but then he hooks up with
Kim Novak.
Agoraphobia (fear of wide open spaces) North by
Northwest: Cary Grant stands at a barren rural crossroads and barely escapes decapitation by a crop duster,
then ends up bedding Eva Marie Saint.
Ornithophobia (fear of birds) The Birds: Tippi
Hedren gets her Chanel suit pecked to pieces, but ends
up sneaking away with Rod Taylor.

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY JARED SCHEERER

am not, by nature, a fearful person. Growing up in
the D.C. suburbs, I managed to remain virtually
unafflicted by common childhood phobias: fear
of the dark (nyctophobia); fear of enclosed spaces
(claustrophobia); fear of being left alone (monophobia); fear of eating vegetables (broccopeaphobia).
Which is not to say I didn’t suffer the usual spate of
school-age anxieties: Please God help me pass this
math test. Also please take into your loving arms that
German shepherd who chases me every single day on
my walk home.
By the time I left home as a teenager, I was
essentially phobia-free, save for a chronic case of patro/
matrophobia (fear of becoming like one’s parents) which
I think is more or less universal. Today, however, I do
harbor one intense phobia, a fear anxiety that has gradually intensified over my 40 years living in Jefferson
County: elafiphobia (fear of deer). You won’t find much
in reference books or on Google about it, but believe
me, the fear is real, and I can’t shake it.
Now, I know what you’re thinking—what kind of
parents take their toddlers to see Psycho? Those kids
will be deeply scarred for life! But in truth, I don’t think
this spate of nightmarish awakenings had any lasting
effect on my psyche, except perhaps—thanks to Janet,
Eva, Kim, and Tippi—a mild case of blondeophobia.
FUN DEER FACT 2: Jefferson County ranks 42 (out of
55 West Virginia counties) in registered deer taken in the
2018–19 season, with 1,385.
My wife and I have happily spent the last 35
years or so in a late 19th-century farmhouse in
Kearneysville, where we raised two kids, a few goats
(for undergrowth control and milk), a steer or two
(for the meat), various dogs and cats, and, in the early
years, a vegetable garden (for the wife and kids). Since
we both work in Shepherdstown, we drive the five
miles of Route 480 twice daily, often, at this time of
the year, in the near-darkness of dawn or dusk. This
is when families of whitetail deer evidently share the
same commute. Along the flat stretches, a number of
deer crossing signs are posted, but the deer choose to
ignore them; they prefer to lurk in the tall corn rows
and around curves and time their crossings when we
motorists least expect it.
I don’t really blame the deer for their bad timing—
after all, they were here first. And I’m fine with sharing
the road with both deer and cyclists, regardless of their
appearance. But I have to draw the line when it comes
to our own farmstead property, which, ever since we
stopped raising kids and dogs, has become something of
a refuge for vagrant deer gangs, clearly up to no good.
FUN DEER FACT 3: In 2018, over 26,000 DVC claims
in West Virginia were reported by State Farm.

Our 13 acres, mostly wooded and situated at the
end of a long farm lane, are surrounded by livestock
pasture and cornfields, forming an oasis for whitetail
deer. Navigating the lane itself can be treacherous, even
at a crawl. And we gave up on vegetable gardens years
ago, as 6-foot fences and aging canines proved no match
for Buck and Doe. But when, a few years ago, the herd’s
generational palate discovered our treasured patches of
morel mushrooms, peach tree saplings, and especially the
hosta salad bar, well this madness had to stop. Because
we’re not hunters, we enlisted the skills of sharp-eyed
friends (in-season bow-hunting only) for crowd control,
and gradually the gangs have become more manageable.
And as a bonus, we annually stock the freezer with freerange mushroom-and-apple-fed venison.
FUN DEER FACT 4: West Virginia is one of 27 states
where it is legal to harvest roadkill.
Some of my more urbane friends who live in
Shepherdstown proper, gently ridicule this strange phobia
of mine and renounce my herd-culling practices. I reply
that they, too, have been known to shoot a wayward buck
that’s wandered into their back yard (okay, not with crossbow but with smartphone). They laugh at my elafiphobia
and declaim, mockingly, “It’s only seasonal.” Do they not
see that throughout these long winter months my fear is
becoming that much more acute and debilitating? That
driving home from Shepherdstown tonight, I’ll likely be
dodging doe and ducking buck?
Tom Conant is co-owner and creative director for
Studio 105 and the Gallery at 105 in Shepherdstown.
His business partner, Jared Scheerer, provided the feature photo illustration for this article. The guy in the car
is not the author.
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Generation West Virginia
Committed for the Long Haul

W

here will the next generation of West
Virginians live? Where will they work?
These are questions Generation West Virginia
was founded to answer.
Statewide, West Virginia’s population has been
shrinking, with more folks leaving the state than entering. From 2010 to 2018, the state’s population declined
by 2.6 percent, with the majority of its 55 counties
experiencing residential population declines, as reported
by U.S. Census data and the West Virginia Center on
Budget and Policy.
In 2007, a group of young, concerned West
Virginians had already recognized this trend and
decided to do something to keep their communities
viable. They founded Generation West Virginia, a
grassroots organization, whose members wanted to
stay in West Virginia, have their friends stay in West
Virginia, keep jobs in West Virginia, and attract new
jobs too. According to Natalie Roper, executive director of GWV, young people stay in West Virginia for
different reasons, and among those reasons are availability of work and a sense of community.
Developing careers that provide economic stability
and an engaging place to live are part of the initiative
to reverse population decline. Roper, herself a transplanted West Virginian, affirms that no single factor
will restore a thriving economy, build community, and
stimulate investment. GWV is, she says, “committed
for the long haul…to identify solutions to the complex
challenges facing the state.”
Seven years after the organization took root,
Roper joined as the first fulltime staff member. Nine
staff members now provide operational logistics, run
the organization’s core programs, and support regional
chapters. As a 501(c)(3), GWV’s board of directors
represents a statewide coalition of people investing
to stay in West Virginia. Rod Snyder, from Jefferson
County, is currently serving on the board.
As an organization, GWV recognizes that more
than one solution exists to reverse population decline
“and is committed to continuing to [identify] barriers
facing young West Virginians and building programmatic solutions in response,” explains Roper. In addition to programs that create employment opportunities
for younger job seekers, GWV works to provide opportunities for young people to get connected and engaged
in their communities through local Generation groups
across the state. GWV also participates in legislative
policy discussions.
Roper affirms jobs are just one part of the equation;
community is equally important.
“We listen to young people to understand the
challenges they face,” she says. “We work to remove
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barriers limiting
their ability to stay
or move to
West Virginia.”
Roper has
observed that community is a vital
reason younger
West Virginians,
as well as new
residents, choose to
build their lives in
the state. “People
stay when they feel
a part of where
Natalie Roper, executive director of
they are living,”
she says. Volunteer- Generation West Virginia
run regional chapters provide leadership, community service, and networking opportunities. GWV local chapters
currently have a network of over 30,000 people.
GWV is focused on building career pathways
for both current and future residents. It operates
two career path programs: the Impact Fellowship
and NewForce. The Impact Fellowship began three
years ago, offering a yearlong fellowship for selected
applicants to work four days a week with a partnering
employer. On day five, fellows participate in community service.
Since 2017, GWV has received 820 applications
for the Impact Fellowship from all over the world for
a potential 33 fellowships. Roper says some fellows
believed that leaving the state would be a necessary
career move. But after completing the program in 2018,
about 90 percent of program graduates chose to stay in
West Virginia.
The second program is NewForce, founded
in January 2019, which spun off from the Impact
Fellowship. This six-month program partners with companies working in technological fields to teach program
participants software development skills. The first class
graduated this past summer.
GWV leadership continues to be engaged in legislative discussions on other issues that pertain to enhancing
the state’s economic attraction. One such conversation
centered on broadband legislation to ensure availability
of high-speed internet access, a critical infrastructure
requirement for business growth. GWV also contributed
to passage of the Young Entrepreneur Reinvestment
Act, a bill to waive the startup fees for business owners
under age 30. In the first year, 100 people made use of
this benefit.
Roper finds that the people she meets in her
travels are supportive and aware of the need for
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Hannah Cohen

Press conference for the Impact Fellowship

NewForce career pathways program

solutions. She hopes to share what GWV has learned
with others, to inspire them to launch their own
efforts and better understand what other people and
companies might do to help. Doing the work to reverse
population decline means making the “long-haul
commitment.”
Roper says GWV’s movement to “help young
people build the solutions they see” is happening. When
Roper talks with young adults moving to West Virginia,
she hears they want to grow their careers in communities where they can see the result of their commitment to
a place. Those who have left want to come home. GWV
keeps working to “ensure that people can live, work,
thrive, and choose West Virginia.”
Hannah Cohen, a frequent Good News Paper contributor, learned of GWV’s work at a panel discussion hosted
by Generation Eastern Panhandle, GWV’s local chapter.
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Paula Tremba, Photographer
Jane Ellen Freeman

PHOTO BY MELINDA SCHMITT

W

hat makes a photographer “click”? For Paula
Tremba, it is a vision that forms even before
she grabs her Nikon DSLR camera. “The
photographs I take appear in my head. I know what I
see before me, but my mental image is even more vivid.
I strive to process my photos to bring my inner visual
image to those who see my work.”
The Paula and Randall Tremba home is nestled deep
in a forest. A large deck invites sitting to enjoy the surrounding nature: birds, butterflies, flowers, squirrels, and
the cautious steps of deer. Paula Tremba uses a macro lens
for extreme close-ups of minuscule objects like insects,
flowers, water drops, and butterflies. She changes to a telephoto lens for birds and some landscapes. Several clicks
give her choices of which photos to enlarge and frame.
Birds can be elusive. Tremba sits or stands in a
likely place for several minutes or even hours. She
waits, observes. Time and patience are her tools for a
successful shot. A black-throated green warbler alights
on a rounded stone at the edge of a small pond. He is
slender, aerodynamically svelte. Her camera captures his
shape and lines. A brilliant blue indigo bunting appears
in Tremba’s backyard nearly every spring. He’s not
commonly seen, and she’s glad the camera rests beside
her on her outdoor table. The shutter clicks again and
again before he flies away.
On the Appalachian Trail Tremba spots a fern rising
above a bed of leaves. A frond captures the light. She
prints this one in black and white. Without the color, the
pattern shouts out its perfect symmetry. Another photo,
also printed in black and white, is titled Radiating.
Jewel-like drops of water glisten on the pinwheel spiral
of a lupin leaf.
Influenced by Ansel Adams, Lewis Hine, Georgia
O’Keeffe, Dorothea Lange, and other contemporary artists, Tremba’s focus is on nature. She also shoots abstract,
astrophotography, and long-exposure landscape.
Tremba has created interesting abstracts using a
technique called Intentional Camera Movement. After
setting a slower shutter speed, she clicks. The shutter
stays open for a second or two while she moves the
camera, thus creating a feeling of motion. Behold and
Under the Maple Tree are examples of this technique.
Another abstract, Winter Dream, won an honorable mention award in the 33rd Annual Frederick Camera Clique
Juried Exhibition at Frederick Community College.
Tremba’s fascination with photography began as a
child. Images in Life and National Geographic inspired
her as did her father’s work as a camera engineer/
technician for NBC-Hollywood during the early years
of television. She has progressed with the assistance of
internet classes, conferences, photography clubs, books,
and trial and error.
When asked what has been most rewarding to her
as a photographer, she answered: “The recognition and
praise of other photographers that I admire. Showing my

Paula Tremba

photos in galleries and exhibitions is also rewarding. In
some cases, awards I have won for particular photos.”
Recently, her photograph Indian Paintbrush was
accepted by the U.S. National Park Service for publication in El Malpais National Monument’s new brochure.
This colorful plant appears in spring and early summer
in the richly diverse volcanic landscape of El Malpais
and elsewhere in western New Mexico.
In addition to her honorable mention for Winter
Dream at the Frederick Community College exhibit in
2019, Tremba’s photo “Reflection” received a Merit
Award in 2017 at the Fifth Annual Eastern West Virginia
Juried Art Exhibit. In Reflection, the narrow, white
petals of a delicate spider lily catch the eye in the foreground of this dramatic photograph. Leaves of another
plant hang above like small daggers pointing down to
clouds reflecting in the dark water. It is a masterpiece of
composition and contrast.
The blood-red colors of Lenten roses fascinate many
in the spring. Tremba chooses a unique presentation.
She prints her macro photo in black and white. We are
captured by the shapes of the petals, the white contrasts
of the stamens and pistols. This is art, and the eyes of the
viewer are shown something different from the ordinary.
A wide-screen view of Cape Breton in Nova Scotia
is printed in black and white. The landscape photograph
draws the observer into the scene. White flowers lead
the eye in, over dark and commanding pines, on to the
expanse of water topped with billowing clouds. We

don’t need the color. The setting is timeless and breathtaking, memorable.
Hummingbirds and bluebirds are frequent visitors
to the Trembas’ backyard. In Hummingbird II, a female
hummingbird drinks from a Mexican sunflower attracted
by its velvety color and sweet-scented nectar. Tremba
catches it with upturned wings, its breast color almost
a reflection of the red-orange flower. In Bluebird #1,
her subject’s serious facial expression looks fierce as
he puffs out his feathers. How many shots to create this
visual poem, to tell this story?
Art stimulates the thought and imagination of the
viewer. As well-crafted poems evoke emotion and
feeling, the photographs of Tremba take the observer to
another place. “With my photography,” she says, “I try
to show what a person doesn’t normally see.” Closeness
to nature and reverence for its beauty are unifying
themes. Through her powers of observation and skills in
choosing just the right photo to enlarge, we walk beside
her rejoicing in that wonder.
Jane Ellen Freeman recently moved to the
Shepherdstown area from Cheat Lake, near
Morgantown. Her newest book is a historical fiction
ghost story called Beyond the Stone Eagle Gate, available at Four Seasons Books and online. Her website is
www.janeellenfreeman.com.
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PAULA TREMBA

Fern

Indian Paintbrush

Radiating

Indigo Bunting
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Lenten Roses

Bluebird #1

Hummingbird II

Cape Breton, Nova Scotia

PHOTOS BY PAULA TREMBA

See these artworks in color at
shepherdstowngoodnewspaper.org
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POETRY

Paul Grant

“Dear Heart” and Other Poems
Blue Plate Special

The Detective’s Valentine

Housekeeping

Here you’ve got your country
fried steak, which is
none of the above,
merely the burned
memory of meat
nailed to the crockery,
and here you’ve got your french
fries forgetting
their names under brown gravy,
and your cabbage
boiled until the earth
can’t hold it up
anymore,
and here’s your white bread
that you won’t touch,
and to wash it all away
you’ve got the acid
they gave us to make
the world over with:
the acid that eats
a road out through
the moonlight
that has to go on—
for its own sake and ours—
short-changing us
for what was over
the last hill
so there’ll be a next.

You’re probably wondering why I asked
you here tonight. Well, there at the bar
is a gunrunner who sends his love along
with the reason, so we’ll have tramp salad
and death with pears
after we drink all the streets
in the parish dry
and spread our capes lavishly
in low lantern barns
for false memories to bleed
their lives out while we talk
about it. Oh, I know
you’d rather take off right
now, feverish and repetitive,
into a mystery of your own device—
but I think you should see
this letter first, which clears
your father’s name
if we can find the author.

Half my mother’s son, I can’t avoid
saving empty bottles. They line
the shelves along the back porch wall
and when old lovers sit across the kitchen
table with their backs to the door, I—
with my back to the spare bedroom—
can see my empties winking—barely, broadly—
(depending on available light)

Kansas City Southern
The roundhouse is still there,
falling to pieces, smelling still
of diesel oil, littered still
with shadows and broken glass,
but if you want the ghosts
of freight trains
loaded with blues, you have
to bring them with you
when you come. Oh, the tracks still
snake out of the swamp at night
looking for somewhere else to go,
but it turns out to be always
the same night, the same crumbling
monument to going nowhere
fast, the same long dead,
the same blues getting away.
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Dear Heart
Because: although only some
things are possible, nothing is
impossible, and because:
of all the chambers of
the memory palace the heart is
there is at least one with something—
say, a rock...say, an odd boot
whose mate has gone to the dogs...
say, a book with words in it
or a book with blank, unlined
pages the color of the moon...
o say whatever pleases you—
wedged between the door
and jamb, so that it can’t quite close
itself and gather enough dust
from the darkling air to choke on,
because: well, a cold beer (or near)
and a wind off the bay
conjoin, conspire, conjure, because:
that’s what they do at night
when everyone’s looking the other way,
because: there is the inevitable one
and there are the uncertain (but not random)
many and they are as likely to be the same
as not, despite conjunctions,
junctions, junk and memory
and the memory of junk, of wrack
and pinon incense, because:
it is as necessary as a dream of one
more breath is to the dying, I thought
I’d drop doubt and redoubt and a few
lines to say I’ve loved you ever,
do now, shall alway.

and they can always make me smile.
We’re usually wrapped—the old lovers and I—
in whatever we feel to be still true
(despite all that’s happened since),
in full view of the empty bottles,
who know perfectly well what’s going on:
the fulfillment of a plan the lovers sensed
was always there, but never quite got made.
The shelf lends me a dusty hand
from time to time to hold the flowers
I bring home to no one
but myself, brightening corners
the way you do the laundry
of the newly-dead, so everything
will be clean when
you give it all away.

The People Upstairs
Their bedded laughter paints the ceiling
white as a mother’s laundered wish
for her child’s unmanageable future.
Moments of their music, rustling like mice
in history, drift out of the windows
and climb down the ivied walls,
neat string quartets and Farewell,
my friends, I’m bound for Canaan.
We never pass them on the stairs—
Our schedules cross like trains in sleep.
We know only that they feed our dog
delicate secrets that spoil him for real life
and that we sometimes glimpse them by
the river, riding away on their bicycles.
We never see them coming back.
They might be angels—or accidents.
Paul Grant (1943–2019) was a much-loved local poet
whose writing spans decades. To read more about Paul’s
life and his accomplishments as a poet, see “A Great
Poet” on the facing page.
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“A Great Poet”
Ed Zahniser

Poetry Magazine, a leading U.S.
literary magazine since 1912, was one
of many journals that published Paul
Grant’s poetry.

about 2 a.m., he watched movies,
dubbing his routine “From the sorting to the sordid.”
Poet Paul Grant with the love of his life, fiction writer Joyce Renwick
Previously, Grant was an
Punch,” Peabody explains, “and Paul thought Derrick
editorial staff member and poetry editor of The
Antietam Review regional literary magazine, published should change the press name to Old Forest (the name
of Derrick’s Georgetown bookshop). He was old
by the Washington County (MD) Arts Council.
school like that. Part of his charm.”
He contributed 16 poems to the Shepherdstown
Hsu wouldn’t change the press name. “I wish Paul
Chronicle newspaper’s “In Good Company” poetry
had done the book with Gut Punch,” Peabody writes.
page from 1997 to 2006. His poems were featured in
“There would have been readings, and his name would
Shepherdstown’s Good News Paper, and he supplied
have circulated in the D.C. lit scene some more. His was
the January 2019 Shepherdstown Poem of the Month,
“Martha’s Chicken, and Sometimes Charlie,” posted at a unique voice, and he will be missed.”
Jenise Williamson knew Grant in his Washington,
Town Hall.
D.C., years, when he lived in Bethesda, Maryland,
Grant’s Louisiana roots show in poems like
with the love of his life, fiction writer Joyce Renwick
“Laissez le Bon Temps Rouler,” Cajun for “let the
(1942–1995). “Paul was a dedicated poet, and I learned
good times roll,” which also showcases his wacky
about his sensitivity through reading his work,”
sense of humor. “My cat can’t go outdoors,” he once
Williamson writes. “He was a champion of the tarot
complained, “because my neighbor has a yellow cat
and I Ching, and he often saw the close correlation
big as a Buick, with a personality like Libya.”
Richard Peabody, publisher of Gargoyle Magazine between the results of the two readings.”
Renwick and Grant moved to Iowa in the early
and Paycock Press in Washington, D.C., calls Grant
1990s, where she completed a master of fine arts
“a great poet.” Grant used great titles too: “The Ghost
in fiction writing at the University of Iowa Writer’s
of Buck Jones’ Horse, Silver, Talks to Reporters about
Workshop in 1995. It was a productive period for Grant,
Fire Prevention,” appeared in Gargoyle.
according to his friends Ren and Pam Parziale. After
“Paul was a messenger from that space where
Renwick died in an auto accident in August 1995, Grant
Beats became Hippies,” Peabody writes. “Long
moved back East.
hair and cigarettes. John Lennon specs. That soft
Appalachian accent. Paul was a natural fit for the indie
Paul Grant lives on in his poetry and the many folk
[publishing] world but always aimed higher.”
touched by it and his humor and friendship. A plan is
Georgetown bookstore owner Derrick Hsu offered
afoot to publish one of his poetry manuscripts.
to publish a book of Grant’s poems, but Grant, who
abhorred violence, said no. “The press name was Gut
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his past summer, on Saturday, July 6, poets,
friends, and relatives of Paul Grant (1943–2019)
held a memorial gathering and potluck dinner at
his Red Hill Road home near Keedysville, Maryland.
Grant’s niece Sheryl Grant and her daughter Julia
Krzyzewski hosted the events.
Those gathered shared reminiscences as well
as poems about and by Grant. He kept meticulous
records of his 270 published poems, many in prestigious journals. None of those gathered had known the
extent of his publications. Some guests stayed after
the gathering and potluck dinner to watch the fireworks at nearby Antietam Battlefield, a fitting sendoff
for this dazzling poet.
Grant was a longtime fixture of Shepherdstown’s
poetry community. He attended the Bookend Poets
Group that now meets monthly at Four Seasons Books,
in Shepherdstown.
Paul’s father, Lazime Grant, worked for ALCO
lumber company as company store/commissary
butcher in Kurthwood, Louisiana, where Paul was
born. He played behind the slaughterhouse, shooting
water moccasins that feasted on blood drained from it.
He later worked in the slaughterhouse.
Poet Tom Donlon, Eastern Panhandle representative for West Virginia Writers Inc., inventoried Grant’s
archive. Donlon found cartons of archival copies of
literary journals featuring Grant’s poems, along with
annotated lists of those poems and cartons of poetry
manuscripts.
In 2003, Poetry Magazine, founded in 1912,
published Grant’s poems “Our Lady of the Homilies”
and “Just Another Paradigm Shift.” His bio note
read: “Paul Grant has been a contributor to The
Sewanee Review, Georgia Review, Crazyhorse, and
Poetry Northwest, among many other journals.” It
also listed “three collections in need of publishers:
Old Aunt Zion, A World of Fading Particulars, and
The Coffee Tree.”
Old Aunt Zion sounds tongue-in-cheek for “Auld
Lang Syne.” Certainly, no editor rewrote this supplied
bio: “Paul Grant, a native of Louisiana, has appeared—
well, his poetry has—in…Yankee, Poetry Northwest,
and elsewhere. Also a typographer and assemblage
artist, he lives more and less, in Iowa City.”
Grant worked as a typographer at Phil’s Type
House in suburban Maryland in the 1970s. This
sparked many 11-by-17-inch broadsides of his poems,
featuring his typography and collaborations with
artists. New photo-typesetting type fonts came with
numbers, not names. A fan of late-night TV noir
movies, Grant named fonts after old films.
Before retiring in 2013, Grant worked nights at
the regional Postal Service mail sorting facility in
Martinsburg, West Virginia—twice relocated, now to
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Getting home from work
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ON FOOD

Missing at the Farmers Markets
Pat Hamilton
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Farmers at all markets contribute their excess
to local food pantries.

Natalie Friend brings Tudor Hall produce to a
back-to-school night.

PHOTO BY PAT HAMILTON
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unday morning at the
Shepherdstown Farmers Market
is a colorful splash of produce,
flowers, and bag-toting treasure hunters
looking for the best of summer. Throngs
of customers compare tomatoes from one
stand to another, and young parents push
baby strollers. It’s hard to imagine what
might be absent from this bustling smalltown market or even its sister markets in
Charles Town or Martinsburg. The frame
of this picture, however, has much just
outside it.
Once, the grand dream of the farmers markets was to recover something
lost in our lives: to reconnect with the
local producer, get fresh food, improve
our health, and maybe educate our kids
about whole food. But the grand dream
has changed, morphing into a leisurely
jaunt for the well heeled. Farmers
markets are now a perceived luxury for
those who can afford the more-expensive
healthy food and have spare time, money,
and a predictable work schedule. This
phenomenon is not just a West Virginia
occurrence; it happens nationwide.
Those who cannot take advantage of
the bounty of the market—the ones outside the frame—can be rightly described
as the underserved: people whose circumstance in life leaves them on the margins. A Sunday morning outing is easy
for some, but not for the poor, physically
challenged, elderly, and far too many veterans, college students, and immigrants.
All, for myriad reasons, share the single
experience of being excluded.
A trip to the farmers market for fresh
food should be an occasion to gather,
chat, plan the week’s meals, and learn
from the farmers. For many, however,
work schedules, transportation, difficulty
navigating the various vendor booths,
limited cooking skills and equipment—
even lack of a place to cook—prevent
them from making this connection to
their local community.
Solutions are not easy, but farmers
themselves are doing a lot to make their
food more accessible and affordable.
In September, Charles Town Farmers
Market sponsored pop-up markets at
back-to-school nights at elementary
schools in Jefferson County. The local
markets have gleaning programs through

SNAP provides additional money for
electronic benefit cards—but some people are
reluctant to use it.

Fresh produce is often not affordable
for many.

which they donate excess produce to
organizations such as the Salvation
Army and Jefferson County Community
Ministries. Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Programs, known as SNAP,
double and sometimes triple the amount
of money available at farmers markets
from a single swipe on an EBT card—
essentially a debit card that has replaced
food stamps. Organizers of a food pantry
that opened at Shepherd University in
October are already approaching farmers
to provide fresh food.
Dr. Jennifer Flora, director of
the Wellness Center at Shepherd and

founder of the pantry said, “Students
who are not required to have a food plan
very often go without to save money,
which means healthy food becomes
less of a priority. And for commuting
students, if they are hungry, it’s likely
many at home are food insecure.”
Natalie Friend and Leslie Randall,
Shepherdstown Farm Market president
and manager, respectively, say that
giveaway programs do help the people in
need, but providing people with regular
access and knowledge about how to use
the food are equally important. “I spend
all the time I can with a customer who is
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struggling to identify a piece of produce
[and figure out] how to cook it,” Friend
says. “I see that as a basic challenge.”
Fiona Harrison at the Charles
Town Farm Market says she also
runs a summer market in the Veterans
Administration Hospital parking lot,
where patients’ visitors often stop or
residents will buy a piece of fruit or two.
“I suggest they try one of the farmers
markets, but they say they lack cooking
facilities and/or transportation to the
markets and this the best they can do.”
Nationwide, sales of farmers
market products to people using SNAP,
especially immigrants, are sharply down.
Fear of eligibility changes has deterred
immigrants with legal permanent resident
status from using aid programs, and
cuts to SNAP may leave a million more
children hungry by the end of 2019. Over
4 percent of the Charles Town market’s
income is derived from SNAP and its
doubling benefits, money that goes
directly to the local farmers. Both ends of
this local food chain feel these cuts.
The fact is, small farmers grow or
raise the product, process it, market it,
and then stand behind a table to sell it.
Additionally, they donate their excess
and bring their food to the customer by
using delivery services, distribution sites,
and pop-up markets. Farmers execute and
promote all manner of government programs designed to help those least able
to afford the food. Dispensing cooking
advice, explaining EBT rules, along with
justifying why their unsubsidized food
costs more than the grocery store are all
part of a farmer’s job. Can and should we
ask our farmers to do more?
Farmers will always do more
because they need to survive. They’re
aware that to maintain a low food budget,
customers will resort to fewer nutrientrich whole foods in place of calorically
dense processed foods that have a long
shelf life. Our farmers see the bigger
picture and have connected the dots of
community inclusivity and their own
capacity as businesspeople. For now,
every dollar we can spend at a farmers
market contributes to that vision.
Pat Hamilton enjoys writing about food
and all that it teaches you.
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LOCAL LIT

Good Reads
for Long Winter Evenings
Pat Donohoe and David Borchard
With this issue, we introduce Local Lit, a new department highlighting recently published books whose subjects or authors have Shepherdstown relevance or appeal. For more
information and a form for submitting works for possible review, please email Four Seasons Books at 4seasons@citlink.net.

Anthology of Appalachian Writers,
Volume XI

PHOTOS BY PAT DONOHOE

There is probably no better way
to tour West Virginia and surrounding
Appalachia from the comfort of your
favorite
armchair
than the 2019
Anthology of
Appalachian
Writers,
Volume XI
(Shepherd
University
and The
West Virginia
Center for the
Book, 2019). Named in honor of Karen
Spears Zacharias, the visiting writer for
the 2018 Appalachian Heritage Writers
Project at Shepherd, the anthology takes
you off superhighways, beyond stereotypes, onto winding byways and woodsy
roads. That’s where you feel the heat of
a “quare yellow day,” find beauty in a
drenching rain, or enjoy an epiphany at
the ol’ ice cream store. Yes, there’s loss
and change—the empty rocking chair, a
flash of yellow flowers “with no one left
to gather.” But there’s also delight—in
“the imagined caress of feathered wings,”
the promise of a field without rocks, and
the pride of people “who don’t quite fit…
but refuse to be defeated.” The talented
authors, poets, and artists are too many
to mention in this iconic collection of
telling photographs, poetry rooted in
place, stories for all seasons of the heart
and mind, and grounded essays. Like any
good atlas that whets your appetite for
new vistas, the anthology will keep you
coming back for more. One road always
leads to another in the anthology’s twists
and turns “of life worth living.” PD

This Will Never Stop

If you want an engaging exploration
of how everything is related to everything
else, stop right now and read Joan
Spilman’s independently published novel,
This Will Never
Stop (2019). In
confessional
dialogue with
the reader
as well as
the book’s
characters, the
story unfolds
from the
voices of four
generations
of Appalachian women who can’t stop
passing along the gifts and challenges of
their genetic and cultural heritage. That
their cultural heritage harkens from West
Virginia hinterlands is no small factor
in the pride and shame they feel as they
seek to understand heartbreaking choices
and circumstances. Although each of the
women is a cycle-breaker in her own way,
not until the third generation does one of
them, Carmen Amber, manage to escape
the limiting entanglements of small-town
pettiness and small-minded religious
hypocrisy. The psychological depth of
Carmen’s journey, replete with irrepressible blasphemies that agnostic readers may
find creative, funny, and incisive, rings
with the authenticity and sensitivity of an
author who not only knows but is of the
people she writes about. With echoes of
Flannery O’Connor and shades of magical
realism, this novel may well keep you
hoping that Spilman does not stop but
goes right on delving into the dynamics of
family systems embedded in the subculture of small mountain towns. PD

Pat Donohoe grew up in a family of storytellers from the hills of Virginia and Ohio,
where the best stories are tall and mostly true. Full disclosure: Her short story
“The Dotted Q” appears in the Anthology of Appalachian Writers, Volume XI,
reviewed above.

Mountain Tales II

Pete Kosky’s Mountain Tales II
(Mountain State Press, 2019) is a treasure trove of myths, yarns, and legends
from the dark forests of West Virginia
mountains.
With 23
short stories
grouped under
headings
such as Tales
of Longing,
Nostalgia,
and Wild
Nights, you’ll
find plenty to
entertain you.
“The Wild
Woman of the Woods” in the Legends
section is especially haunting with its
giant, people-eating boar roaming the
dense undergrowth that’s home to the
Queen of the Earth and Child of the
Skies. On the other hand, you might
long to hang out with old Charlie
Hamer on the banks of the New River,
where his trained catfish retrieves lost
treasures from the river’s depths. It’s
not sparkling gold that Charlie’s after.
He yearns for something else. You can
enjoy finding out what Charlie’s really
fishing for as a fun getaway or tasty
accompaniment to your favorite brew.
Kosky’s storytelling talents turn myth
and history into page-turning delights.
But beware: Reading stories such as
“In the Shadow of the Rock” before
bedtime just might prompt some disturbing dreams of ancient Indian warriors
and beautiful but treacherous Native
American maidens. DB

The Cold Way Home

You wouldn’t want to have been
a resident at West Virginia’s infamous
Home for Incurables, where in the 1950s,
assembly-line icepick lobotomies took
place daily.
While this
psychiatric
hospital
burned to
the ground
decades ago,
the grotesque
remains of the
once stately
behemoth
serves as a
setting for
Julia Keller’s The Cold Way Home
(St. Martin’s Press, 2019). It’s there that
Bell Elkins, a recently retired attorney,
comes upon the skeletal remains of a
brutal murder. When the circumstances
of the murder become eerily familiar to
an unsolved murder during the hospital’s
heyday, Elkins enlists former sheriff Nick
Fogelsong and former deputy Jake Oakes
to help solve the mystery. Clues from an
old diary inject their mission with critical
urgency. The killer will do anything to
prevent the diary’s contents from being
revealed. It’s not just the psychological
suspense that will make you want to
read Keller’s novel with care. You’ll
also want to savor the author’s humor,
beautiful prose, intricate plot, fascinating
characters, and empathetic portrayal of
hardscrabble communities. The Cold Way
Home is the eighth in the Bell Elkins
series by Keller. You don’t need to read
them all to enjoy this one. But there’s a
good chance you will. DB

David Borchard has learned more about life from his above-average grandkids than
he ever did in the real Lake Wobegon, where he grew up.
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The Buzz on Eversweet Apiaries

H

oney bees are essential as
pollinators, and alarms have
sounded as bee populations have
declined. “But,” says bee educator and
beekeeper Jennifer King of Eversweet
Apiaries, “what we need more than just
more bees are more good beekeepers!”
Eversweet Apiaries was started by
Herb Everhart and his friend Edward
Burwell in 2002, and the business grew.
When Everhart died in 2015, Burwell
retired, and Everhart’s daughter Jennifer
King took over the business.
“It started as Dad’s hobby,” says
King. “He was given some hives, but
the bees all died after the first year. He
was determined to find out why, so he
tried again; and again the bees died. He
decided he needed to read up on bees!”
Everhart not only educated himself
but enjoyed helping others become
beekeepers. He started offering free education in bees and beekeeping and selling
beekeeping equipment as well.
“He must have mentored hundreds of
beekeepers,” King says. “I started working with Dad in 2013, and I realized why
he was so passionate about bees.”
Over the past several years, King
says she’s seen beekeeping become
something of a fad. She steers some
people away from it if it seems they don’t
have serious motivation.
Bees fly 3 to 5 miles from the hive
and can encounter pesticides, germs, and
pollution. “Bees have diseases,” King
explains. “If someone isn’t properly caring for their bees, they can pass these on
to their neighbor’s bees. Ninety percent
of bee management is just common
sense: Learn bee biology, bee diseases.”
She lists the most serious bee problems
as the imported Varroa mites (external
parasites that weaken bees), poor bee
education and management, and lack of
food sources (monoculture). Most farms
in our area grow corn and soy. She is
very concerned about the environmental
impact of the coming Rockwool plant,
which has already eliminated an orchard.
“In Granddad’s day, hives were just
set out in fields,” she says. “Now it takes
more maintenance.”
King encourages prospective beekeepers to take classes. “We offer free
classes here,” she says. “Introduction to

Jennifer King in her workshop

Honey bee

Bees and Honey is not necessarily for
people who really want to be beekeepers. Beekeeping 101 is a two-hour class
for people who do.” She urges serious
prospective beekeepers to take further
classes, explaining that there are many
bee clubs in the area that offer them.
Honey bees are not native insects,
but rather were brought here by
European settlers. Our commonest bees
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are Italian. Bees native to different
parts of the world evolved different
traits. Dark-colored bees withstand
colder weather better than light-colored.
Some bees are more susceptible, or
more resistant, than others to different
diseases and parasites. Some are more
aggressive than others. Italian bees are
passive and good producers, but they
are light-colored and don’t overwinter
well and are not mite resistant.
Breeding different strains of bees
can be a gamble—sometimes solving
problems, sometimes introducing them.
“Humans played with bee breeding,”
King explains. “We wanted bees to be
everything we wanted them to be—good
honey producers, good brood producers,
and gentle natured.”
Bee breeding is constantly underway. A bee called Saskatraz, bred in
Canada from Canadian, Russian, and
German bees, is winter hardy, gentle,
a good producer, and mite resistant.
Saskatraz bees clean themselves more
than other bees, getting rid of more
mites. Scientists at Purdue University
have bred bees called Ankle Biters that
bite off mites’ legs and others called Mite
Maulers that chew up the whole bodies
of mites.
A healthy honey bee colony can
consist of 45,000 to 65,000 bees, including the egg-laying queen, her worker
daughters, and drones (males whose
purpose is mating) and can produce 75
to 100 pounds of honey in one bloom
season. King advises new beekeepers
to start with two hives; but they should
probably have 10 to 20 hives, since winter bee losses can be as high as 50 to 70
percent. Honey should not be harvested
in a colony’s first year.
Beekeepers’ fall preparation begins
in July, when nectar sources start dropping off. No additional honey should
be harvested later because bees need
60 to 80 pounds for winter. From July
into September, bees are fed sugar water
because they need a steady nectar flow to
keep producing brood. They need a good
population going into winter when they
cluster together to keep warm.
Eversweet sells beekeepers’ basic
needs, including bees. Hive boxes come
in three sizes. A shallow box holds 40 to
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Claire Stuart

Eversweet Apiaries honey

60 pounds of honey, a medium 60 to 80,
and a deep one 100 pounds. A box holds
eight or 10 wooden frames on which the
bees build their combs. King strongly
advises against buying “yard-sale” equipment, and a sign on the door tells people
not to bring any used equipment onto the
premises because of risk of diseases.
Live bees are sold by the “package”
in a box called a bee bus, which includes
workers and a queen. King does not
recommend these for beginners. Instead,
she advises them to start with a nucleus
colony or “nuc” (pronounced “nuke”). It
has two frames of brood cells, a frame
of food, a queen, and a blank frame for
the bees to fill. Replacement queens are
available.
King offers free classes starting in
fall and gives talks to bee organizations,
garden clubs, and other groups. She will
answer questions through email.
Eversweet does not ship honey, but you
can buy honey and pollen in the shop.
Eversweet Apiaries
85 Everhart Drive, Kearneysville
Hours: Mon–Fri 9 a.m.–5 p.m.,
Sat. 9 a.m.–noon
304-876-3832
info@eversweetapiaries.com
Visit them on Facebook
Claire Stuart writes regularly for the
Good News Paper.
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EARTHBEAT

A Conservation Hall of Fame
Mark Madison

PHOTO FROM NCTC ARCHIVES

fame is without mistakes (e.g., Gene
Pitney is in the Rock & Roll Hall of
Fame and the B-52s are not). Because
of its location, the NCTC conservation heroes list is skewed toward
men, Americans, wildlife biologists,
and former Fish and Wildlife Service
employees. That being said, it is a
good list, and most of all, a good start.
Although it includes the big names—
Theodore Roosevelt, John Muir, Rachel
Carson—here are some of my favorite
lesser-known inductees.
Frances Hammerstrom (1907–1998)
was raised in wealth and privilege in
the early 1900s when young girls were
discouraged from going outdoors or
studying science. Hamerstrom rebelled
against societal expectations and studied wildlife biology at the University
of Wisconsin with the founder of the
field, Aldo Leopold, as his only female
graduate student. Hamerstrom became
an expert on prairie species and birds of
prey alongside her biologist husband,
Frederick. Together they established
grassland reserves, which were credited
with preventing the extirpation of the
greater prairie chicken in Wisconsin.
Hamerstrom embraced her subjects;
keeping free-flying raptors in her home
provided her with intimate knowledge
of their behavior and life history.

Howard Zahniser (right), wilderness warrior
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hat do Canton, Springfield,
Cooperstown, Cleveland,
and Shepherdstown have
in common? They all house a hall of
fame—football, basketball, baseball,
rock ’n’ roll, and conservation, respectively. Granted Shepherdstown’s hall
of fame is less visited (approximately
12,000 students a year see it), but over
the long span of time the Conservation
Hall of Fame may be the most important to the planet—after the Beatles,
of course.
The National Conservation Training
Center has plaques on its wall recognizing 123 conservation heroes, running
alphabetically from Abbey (Edward) to
Zahniser (Howard). When NCTC opened
in 1997 they numbered some two dozen.
The initial idea was to decorate the new
conservation facility with inspirational
predecessors, so current students would
carry out their conservation duties as diligently and passionately as, say, Rachel
Carson. Over the decades, interior
decorating has given way to celebrating
these great conservationists who have
no dedicated hall of fame elsewhere. As
part of this rationale, nomination criteria
were added.
Today’s nominated conservation
heroes must have played significant roles
in either the American or international
conservation movements and have been
deceased for at least five years. The
United States Fish and Wildlife Service
Heritage Branch vets nominees. Those
selected have plaques displayed in their
honor to educate and inspire others.
Each plaque contains a brief paragraph
outlining the honoree’s contributions
to conservation, an evocative quote
(if possible), and a photo (ideally in the
field). Today, many of the heroes are
researched and their commemorative
texts prepared by our Stepping Up to
Leadership class as a historical leadership lesson. Just by perusing the various
plaques around campus, one could get the
equivalent of a beginners’ class in global
environmental history. The current heroes
list (still in need of some updating) is
posted at http://training.fws.gov/history/
ListsHeroes.html.
The heroes list is idiosyncratic, as
are all such lists. Moreover, no hall of

Fran Hamerstrom with her beloved subjects
of study

During a period when there were few
women in wildlife biology, Hamerstrom
wrote over 150 scientific papers and
12 books, yet her greatest legacy lay in
the influence she had on conservationists of all backgrounds, including the
legions of interns she hosted in her
home in Plainfield, Wisconsin, over
the span of 40 years. It was not until I
had put up Hamerstrom’s plaque that
I learned that my uncle, a long-term
U.S. Forest Service and Wisconsin DNR
employee, had been one of her interns.
Sometimes the conservation world is
very intimate.
Tom Atkeson (1912–1999) had perhaps the most inspirational story of all.
As a young man, Atkeson went to work
at Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge,
located along the Tennessee River near
Decatur, Alabama, in 1939 and then
enlisted to fight in World War II. During
training, Atkeson was blinded and lost
both his hands to an exploding mine.
After extensive rehabilitation, he went
back to Wheeler Refuge, eventually
becoming its manager. Atkeson used his
impressive memories of every acre of the
refuge and keen hearing to become one
of the best wildlife managers in our history. He helped end the use of DDT on
refuges, pioneered cooperative farming
to feed wintering waterfowl, and wrote
extensively for the public about the work
of wildlife conservation.

And finally, Howard Zahniser
(1906–1964). Zahniser was the primary
author of and lobbyist for the Wilderness
Act of 1964. A schoolteacher piqued
young Zahniser’s interest in birds and
birding, and in 1930 he began working
for the Bureau of Biological Survey
(later Fish and Wildlife Service). There
he worked alongside Rachel Carson
and absorbed the love of wilderness.
In 1945, Zahniser went to work for the
Wilderness Society as its executive secretary and magazine editor. With David
Brower and the Sierra Club, he helped
lead the successful fight in the early
1950s to defeat the proposed Echo Park
Dam in Dinosaur National Monument
in Colorado. After a decade of lobbying
and many drafts, Zahniser ended up
writing what would become the landmark 1964 Wilderness Act. (The pen
President Johnson used to sign the Act
is on display in the NCTC Museum.)
Zahniser’s second greatest contribution
to literature was his son Ed Zahniser, a
co-founder of the Good News Paper and
one of its longtime contributors.
These and other conservation
heroes are remembered at NCTC as we
hope to train a new generation to add to
their ranks.
Mark Madison is the historian for the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the
Conservation Hero curator.
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Holiday Tour of Historic Churches
A New Shepherdstown Tradition

T

he presents are all opened, the leftovers are in the
fridge, and the family is looking for something
special to do. Here’s an idea! Continue your holiday festivities on Thursday, December 26, from 2:00 to
6:00 p.m. by taking a free walking tour of the historic
churches in Shepherdstown.
Jerry Bock, event organizer and previous Historic
Shepherdstown Commission president, says the tour
“is a great opportunity for Shepherdstown residents and
out-of-town visitors to admire the interior beauty of the
town’s houses of worship.” All the churches are within
walking distance of each other and will be marked by
luminaries. The event will begin with a citywide ringing
of the church bells.
This is the second walking tour of historic church
buildings in downtown Shepherdstown. It includes stops
at St. Peter’s Lutheran, the old English Church (exterior
only) and graveyard at the corner of High and Church
streets, Trinity Episcopal, St. Agnes Catholic (the new
church building and the older chapel), New Street
United Methodist, Shepherdstown Presbyterian, and
Christ Reformed Church.
Bock encourages participants to start the tour at the
War Memorial Building (German and King Streets) and
end at the same location for cookies and light refreshments, but people may start at any of the churches or
the Historic Shepherdstown Museum (East German

and Princess
Streets). The
Shepherdstown
Visitors Center
and the Historic
Shepherdstown
Museum are also
on the tour, and
the museum’s
gift shop will be
open. The tour
is designed for
walking, but
people can drive
to each stop
Trinity Episcopal
as well.
The Holiday Tour focuses on the rich history of
each church and offers visitors a chance to meander through these historic buildings. The Historic
Shepherdstown Commission and Museum, the event
host, will provide a brochure with a map and a suggested route for this self-guided tour.
Docents who are local experts will be posted at
each stop to hand out brochures and answer questions.
“Each of the churches has unique architectural features
and fascinating histories,” Bock says. “The docents
also have extensive stories regarding the buildings

St. Peter’s Lutheran

St. Peter’s Lutheran altar
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Barbara Cupp

Trinity Episcopal altar

and congregations, which they love sharing with visitors. This is also an opportunity to visit the Historic
Shepherdstown Museum and learn more about the
incredible history of this wonderful town.”
The event was popular last year, with well over 200
hundred participants. People particularly “enjoyed seeing the interiors, stained glass windows, and magnificent
altars of important historic structures that they otherwise
may never have visited,” says Bock. “Most of all,
participants enjoyed seeing the beautiful churches decorated for the holiday season and talking with the docents
regarding not only the history of the buildings but also
the history of the congregations.” Local residents, he
reports, said it was nice to have an activity on the day
after Christmas to share with visiting family.
Because of the success of last year’s event, the hours
of the tour have been expanded as organizers expect
over 300 people this year. The longer hours will also
give participants the opportunity to see the churches and
take photos in daylight and at night. In the event of bad
weather on the 26th, the tour will be rescheduled for
Friday, December 27, from 2:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Bock appreciates the many people involved from
each of the churches, and he credits the sponsors for their
support. Sponsors include the Historic Shepherdstown
Commission, the Shepherdstown Community Club, the
Shepherdstown Visitors Center, and the Jefferson County
Convention and Visitors Bureau, with cooperation from
the Shepherdstown Ministerial Association and the
Corporation of Shepherdstown.
Bock encourages people to bring family and friends
to participate in this new Shepherdstown holiday tradition. Some, he says, may even get to ring the old bell at
Christ Reformed Church.
Barbara Cupp loves life in the Eastern Panhandle. She
is half of the writing duo of NB Cupp (NBCupp.com).

New Street United Methodist
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Religious Worship and Education Schedules

Asbury United Methodist Church

4257 Kearneysville Pike
Dr. Rudolph Monsio Bropleh, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-3112
Sunday Worship: 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Breakfast: 9:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Family Night Bible Study: Wednesdays, 6:00 p.m.–8:00 p.m.
Monthly Prayer Service: 3rd Thursday
info@4pillarchurch.org
www.4pillarchurch.org

New Street United Methodist
Church & New Streets
Dee-Ann Dixon, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-2362
Sunday Worship: 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
Youth Faith Class: 10:00 a.m.
nsumc@frontiernet.net
www.newstreetumc.com

Christ Reformed,
United Church of Christ

304 East German Street
Rev. Gayle Bach-Watson
bachwats@comcast.net
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.
www.christreformedshepherdstown.org

St. Agnes Catholic Parish
106 South Duke Street
Father Mathew Rowgh
Telephone: (304) 876-6436
Sunday Eucharist: 8:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Saturday Eucharist: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday School: 9:15 a.m.
www.StAgnesShepherdstown.org

Shepherdstown Presbyterian

100 W. Washington Street
Telephone: (304) 876-6466
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:45 a.m.
Nursery year-round
www.shepherdstownpresbyterian.org

St. John’s Baptist

Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers)

Shepherdstown Monthly Meeting
for Worship and First Day School
Sundays at 10:00 a.m.
Shepherdstown Railroad Station,
Audrey Egle Drive
Contact Clerk, Neal Peterson, (304) 584-3126,
rnealpeterson@gmail.com
http://shepherdstownfriends.org

West German Street
Rev. Cornell Herbert, Pastor-Elect
Telephone: (304) 876-3856
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

Trinity Episcopal

Corner of Church & German Streets
The Rev. G. T. Schramm, Rector
The Rev. Frank Coe, Priest Associate
Telephone: (304) 876-6990
Sunday Worship: 8:00 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
www.trinityshepherdstown.org

St. Peter’s Lutheran

King & High Streets
Karen Erskine-Valentine, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-6771
Sunday Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Children/Adult Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
(located in gray house adjacent church)
www.Shepherdstownlutheranparish.org

St. James’ Lutheran Church, Uvilla
Rt. 230 Uvilla
Karen Erskine-Valentine, Pastor
Telephone: (304) 876-6771
Sunday Worship: 9:00 a.m.
Children/Adult Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
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Gifts of Christmas Magic
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY THE HISTORIC SHEPHERDSTOWN MUSEUM

O

n weekends during Christmas in Shepherdstown, the Shepherdstown
Museum displays two charming animatronic Santa Claus toys. Both toys
were donated to the museum by Keith Knost, who was the proprietor of an
elegant Shepherdstown interior design and gift shop from the 1970s until his death
in 2000.
The Santas have a distinctly Victorian look. Visitors often think they are
antiques from a much earlier era. Actually, both Santas were made for Knost’s shop.
Local artist and musician Larry Drechsler, who died in 2018, made the music box
Santa, who stands on a pedestal surrounded by toys. The music box plays Christmas
carols, and turning the handle on the side of the box makes Santa and the toys move.
The movements require an extremely complex mechanism, as Historic Shepherdstown
learned from local metalsmith Dan Tokar when he repaired it this year.
The other toy is a sleigh with a European St. Nicholas-like figure that looms
over it, accompanied by two slightly peculiar elfin creatures and two very dressed-up
Victorian children. Electricity moves each of them in a slightly squeaky fashion. Aside
from the squeaks, they are reminiscent of mid-20th century department store windows.
Keith Knost was part of the Shepherdstown renaissance in the 1970s. In
addition to his Shepherdstown shop, he had interior design and gift shops at the
Greenbrier and the Homestead and clients all over the country. Decorating for
Christmas was one of his passions.

The Historic Shepherdstown Museum’s Santa
gestures toward the toys around the tree as
the jack-in-the-box pops up and down, the
angel twirls, and the music plays.

The museum’s bearded St. Nicholas, two of
his elves, and two elegantly dressed children
are all in motion even though their sleigh
stands still.

Vicki Smith, who prepared this historical note, is on the Historic Shepherdstown board and a member of the Museum and Archives Committee.

DONORS
Byliners

John Allen Jr.
Mary Sue Catlett
Denis & Nancy Doss
Kate & James Lehrer
Jan Nixon
Brian Palank
Mary Ann Rogers
Paul & Lisa Welch

Patrons

Mike Austin
Phil & Charlotte Baker-Shenk
Yvonne Fisher & Gene Bayer
Frances Brolle
Lyle & Sandra Butts
Faye Davenport
Sandra D’Onofrio
Vicki & Stanley Hodziewich Jr.
Drs. James & Mary Holland
Judith Miller Jones
Karen & Doug Kinnett
Melinda & John Landolt
Wiloughby Lemen
Nancy & James Macdonell
George Marshall
Tom & Lolly Martin
Patricia & George McKee
Stan & Wendy Mopsik
Cheryl & John Pullen
Peter & Vicki Smith
Raymond & Phyllis Smock
Robert & Gloria Thatcher
Marie Tyler-McGraw &
Howard Wachtel
Jack Young

Partners

Marianne & Duane Alexander
Stephen & Rebecca Ayraud
Martin & Elise Baach
Sheila Bach
Lawrence Bailey
Tom Banks
Dennis Barron
Tara Bell
Anne Belota
Dow Benedict
Edwinna Bernat
Dorothy Boeddinghaus
Patricia Donohoe
& David Borchard
Dodi & Frank Bradley
Marc & Judith Briod
Barbara & Clifton Brooks Jr.
Janet & Warren Brotherton
Beth Burkhardt
John & Helen Burns
Zelma Buskell
Linda Carter
Ann Christy
Lola & Dennis Clarke
Elizabeth Coffey
Kelly Collins
Sue Collins
Pearl Corliss
Clarke
& Joann Hindman Crabbe
Donald & Marit Davis
Martha & Denis Doss
Mark Eddy
Edward Edelen Jr.
Lynn Wiseman
& Marilyn England
Joan & Erdem Ergin
Eleanor Finn
Richard & Susan Fletcher
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Linda & Richard Fuss
Debora & Michael Gresalfi
William & Jeanine Hammond
Eleanor & George Hanold
Dr. Heidi Hanrahan
Sharon Henderson
Claison & Patricia Henkes
William & Betse Hinkley
James & Norleen Hoadley
Sandy Kaiser
Joan Keith
Cynthi & Robert Keller
Ronald Kepple
Nancy & Elliot Kirschbaum
Bonnie & Walter Knott
James Leathers
David & Nada Lind
Heidi Arnao & Mark Madison
Chris Mark
Daniel Mason
Sandra & James Mauck Jr.
Althea Miller
David & Nanette Miller
Helen & Edward Moore
Robert & Cynthia Morrow
Ella Mose
Wendy Moseley
Rhea & Russell Moyer
Betty Myers
Suellen Myers
Larry & Joyce Neumark
William & Deborah Nichols
Christine Novy
Janet Olcott
Margot Ours
Lisa Parkinson
Pam & Ren Parziale
Suzanne Patrick
Ralph & Laura Petrie
Judith & Clarence Pharr

Becky Phipps
Rebecca D & Arthur Prather
Donna & Charles Printz Jr.
Henry B. & Shirley Reinhart
Robert & Linda Reynolds
Jane Rissler
Martha & Robert Rizzo
Stephen & Bridget Roth
Michelle Wheeler
& James Siegel
Lori Simmons
Lenore & Thomas Sloate
Pamela Sloate
Renny & Grant Smith
Sara Smith
Elizabeth & Alan Sturm
Susan Swanda
Paula & Randy Tremba
Scott Tsukuda
Mary Via
Margaret & Richard Wade
Elizabeth Walter
James & Sandra Watkins
Judy Weese
Joyce & Richard Welsh
Claire Williamson
Esther Wood
Johnna Armstrong
& Paul Woods
Eileen Dooley & Denis Woods
Lynn Yellott
Suzanne Offutt
& Michael Zagarella

Friends

Nicola Bastian
Jane & Lawrence Blash
Odetta Brown
Suzanne Bucci
Roxanna Burns

Andy & Sandra Cavalier
Dennis Crosby
O.K. Day
William Drennen Jr.
Bruce & Anita Fleshman
John & Susana Garten
Rosemary Geist
Susan Gemeny
David Klinger
Frances Lynch
Paul & Irene Marsico
Elwonda & Philip Mercer
Cameron & Donna Northouse
Bill Palmisano
Douglas & Rebecca Pifer
Peggy Pinkney
Kay Pritchard
Charles & Marilyn Sabatos
Sarah Helm
& Christopher Showe
Alice Sowada
Mary Franklin VanMeter
Sue & Mike Yost

Key
Byliners ($150–$300 gifts)
Patrons ($100–$125 gifts)
Partners ($25–$75 gifts)
Friends ($5–$20 gifts)

Let us know if your donation
has not been acknowledged:
(304) 876-6466.
Note: Donors’ names appear as
printed on checks.
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Michael & Deborah Luksa
Proprietors
129 West German Street
Shepherdstown, WV 25443
304.876.8777

runch
Sunday B
Open for

Make Money
with Your Voice!

“VOICEOVER ARTISTRY”
Here in Shepherdstown
Top 100 Retailer of
American Craft

The class is limited to just ten.
Just $364.00 for everything.

121 E. German Street
P.O. Box 1273
Shepherdstown
WV 25443
304-876-0657

Debbie Dickinson
Meredith Wait

Seven (7) week course
on Saturdays from 9:00-11:00 AM
beginning Saturday, January 11.
A second session starts Saturday, March 7.

Contact National Arts Television
at 304-870-4666 to register!
Whether it is in theatre, film, or radio there is
a voiceover opportunity for you. Seven-time
Emmy-winning and five-time Telly-winning TV
host and producer, Mike Baker, Jr. will teach
you the latest voiceover techniques in a whole
host of fields to include travel, food, retail,
narration, promos and PSAs. Each week, you
will be provided commercial voiceover copy
and taught the techniques of storytelling and
delivery. As part of this class, you will also
record a professional voiceover reel. Following
your session, you will receive a professionally
recorded and mixed reel (MP3) and a video file
you can upload to You Tube (MP4) on 1 16G
flash drive. Mike will also offer a free marketing
seminar to help you get started with your voice
over career complete with marketing lists and
pertinent websites.

Proprietor

TREE QUESTIONS?
Contact a certied arborist.

101

304-876-3104
www.trees101.net

Schmitt Construction Company

James A. Schmitt
(304) 876-2462

Education | Consulting | Tree Care

P.O. Box 428
Shepherdstown, WV 25443

PICTURE YOUR
BUSINESS CARD AD HERE
Call 304-876-6466

304-876-6907

205 E. Washington Street • RFD#2, Box 833
(Rt. 230 E. and Railroad Crossing)
Shepherdstown, WV 25443

Join Us for a
Taste of Britain
Try our

• Fish and Chips • Bangers and Mash
• Cottage Pie
• Various Pasties
And Don’t Forget Afternoon Tea!

304 876 9277

Devonshire Arms
C a f e

&

P u b

107 South Princess Street • Shepherdstown • 25443
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Shepherdstown Ministerial Association
P.O. Box 1212
Shepherdstown, WV 25443

On the Web!

Patron
P.O. Boxholder
Rural Route Boxholder
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U.S. Postage
Shepherdstown, WV 25443
Permit No. 33

FREE
but not cheap

Black-Throated Green Warbler

WINTER 2019

PHOTO BY PAULA TREMBA

www.shepherdstowngoodnewspaper.org
SEE ARTWORKS IN COLOR!
LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK!

Reflection

PHOTO BY PAULA TREMBA

